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Citoyenne of the Home

Citoyenne of the Home: Republican
Motherhood and Radical Feminism in
the French Revolution
Elizabeth Lindqwister (Stanford University)
“The throne of a woman is in the middle of her family. Her glory
is in the glory of her children that she raises for the State. Cornelia
was neither general, nor consul, nor senator; she was the mother of
the Gracchii.” — F.A. Aulard1
By the time citizens of the Third Estate stormed the
gates of the Bastille in 1789, female writers and organizers like
Olympe de Gouges and Théroigne de Mericourt had staged
an insurgence through producing and circulating hundreds
of letters of their own. In these radical feminist tracts, authors
frequently cited “virtuous conduct” and “honor” as the key
values for a civic-minded woman seeking to do her part in the
Revolution.2 The work of de Gouges and Mericourt reflected
radical female activity on the ground: their writings frequently
referred to a “Tribunal of Virtuous Women,” in which a
committee of elected mères de famille sought to uphold and
maintain public morality. Whether it be assisting destitute
women or educating children, the Tribunal above all signified
the Revolutionary-era woman’s dedication to preserving and
spreading republican virtue and civic morality throughout the
state and the home.3
But even if the Tribunal and female revolutionary
writers helped formulate a nascent political role for French
women, their activity existed within a hierarchical political
tradition dominated by male, Enlightenment-era philosophers
— philosophers who asserted that women were not to
act in a public, political capacity.4 While the majority of
Enlightenment literature reflected this assumption, there were
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notable exceptions. Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s Émile and Marquis
de Condorcet’s Sur L’admission des Femmes au Droit de Cité
attempted to include women in their political visions. These
works, according to gender historian Linda Kerber, “hesitantly”
constructed a new political role for women: “republican
motherhood.”5 In simple terms, republican motherhood called
upon women to embody “civic virtue,” to act like the motherly
“Cornelia”, and to educate her progeny and her husband in
virtuous, republican tradition.6 While historians constructed
this paradigm from classical examples, the writings of male
philosophers, and elite white American women’s lives alike,
its central tenets can be found in an international audience
facing similar political and social uncertainties in an Age of
Revolutions — France included.7
Yet the couched, binary-driven language of this concept
failed to provide the eighteenth-century woman exhaustive
political and social agency, especially in the context of the
French Revolution. With their zealous participation in the
bread riots and their collusion in creating female political
clubs, French women featured prominently in the radical
public image of the Revolution.8 Notable activists and
writers like Etta Palm d’Aelders (1743-1799) and Olympe
de Gouges (1748-1793) authored widely-circulated political
tracts to accompany broader revolutionary movements, in
turn criticizing the highly patriarchal state. But even the most
subversive of the French feminist revolutionaries fell short of
producing writings or ideologies that would actually upend the
gendered institutions which kept women and men decidedly
separate and unequal. Rather, de Gouges and others wrote tracts
rooted in the rhetoric of republican motherhood, embracing
the women’s natural role as civic womb and incubator of
republican men — in essence, utilizing the limiting language of
patriarchy to describe a restricted model of female citizenship
that fit within the framework of separate male-female spheres.
Republican motherhood thus provided a half-complete solution
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for Enlightenment literature’s failure to account for French
women in conversations on liberties and rights: women could
participate in civic life but at an arm’s length.9 For a truly
radical feminist revolution to manifest within the French
Revolution, there had to be an insurrection against the domestic
sphere that could derail the highly gendered notions of public
and private formed within a patriarchal state.
This essay demonstrates how the French Revolution
complicated the image of the mother in the eyes of the state. It
considers Olympe de Gouges’ works against the contributions
of Enlightened male philosophes, within the broader preRevolution French legal system, and in the context of women’s
roles as virtuous nurturers, mothers, and educators. This
argument builds upon the literature of gender and politics in
the late eighteenth century, drawing from historiographies on
American and French women. Scholars primarily consider
republican motherhood in the context of early American white
women, and much of the literature describes the republican
mother as the predominant gender role for women of the early
republic.10 These women are often defined in conservative,
relational roles as mother or wife, with limited political and
legal autonomy — “feminism” is a term rarely used in early
American literature. By contrast, the literature on French
Revolutionary women is perhaps more varied, considering
French “feminisms” in the context of Marie Antoinette,
working women, the psychoanalyzed family, and female
writers like de Gouges.11 Yet comparative studies between
American and French womanhood illuminate how broader
Enlightenment ideals of equality and natural rights — arising
out of an “Age of Revolutions” — inspired certain aspects
of female intellectual and political activity. In the intricately
connected Atlantic world, scholars have pointed out how the
social upheaval in 1790s United States, France, and Great
Britain provided the fertile grounds on which traditional social
and cultural mores could be questioned and challenged.12
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“Citoyenne”: Olympe de Gouges and the Problem of a Political
Woman
Included in the list of politically active Revolution-era
women was the “beguiling” playwright Olympe de Gouges.
Married against her will at 16 and widowed by the age of 19,
de Gouges traded married life —refusing an offer for a second
marriage — in favor of a colorful career as a playwright and
political author. Her mother insisted she receive a bourgeois
education, and, using this intellectual background, de Gouges
launched her career by staging controversial plays about
political and social issues, such as slavery, divorce, and prisons.13
By the advent of the French Revolution, de Gouges had
authored dozens of plays and political tracts, the latter of which
became central to the women’s cause in the Revolution.14 A
self-proclaimed pacifist, abolitionist, and “femme de lettres,”
de Gouges is perhaps most famous for her tongue-in-cheek
1791 pamphlet, Declaration of the Rights of Woman, written
in response to Declaration of the Rights of Man, circulated
two years prior.15 Within, de Gouges argues for everything
from the woman’s “right equally to mount the rostrum,” to her
fundamental status in society: “Woman is born free and remains
equal to man in rights.”16 Such a sentiment is not unusual in
the context of de Gouges’ entire body of work. The writer’s
own divorce led her to draft multiple plays on marriage, and
her writings reflect the feminist-centric political philosophies
she eventually incorporated into her most famous tract.17 What
is particularly interesting about de Gouges’ writings is that she
self-fashioned her identity as a citizen, beginning many of her
works by directly addressing her “fellow female citizens” and
signing many of her writings and missives as “Citoyenne.”18 Her
works read as radical because they provided rousing language
for the actions of many Parisian and French women — those
organizing women’s clubs or storming the gates of the Bastille
— and described women as full-fledged political actors.
Penn History Review
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Though Olympe de Gouges represented the French
Revolution’s politically-minded feminist radicals, she operated
within (and often against) broader social and political
conditions that upheld rigidly-defined gender spheres. PreRevolutionary France featured no uniform national legal
system, and the legal rights of women varied depending on the
province.19 By the eighteenth century, however, France had all
but reversed any form of legal equality obtained by women in
the Middle Ages. In the familial realm, gender historian Darline
Levy notes that the state considered women “legally totally
subservient to their husbands or fathers.”20 Indeed, French
contemporaries noted that “there is nothing in the world that
is more precious than a husband.”21 Forging a connection
between a man and woman signified not only economic
stability for the woman, but also social, religious, and personal
fulfillment in eighteenth-century French society. Contemporary
authors reinforced the husband-wife dichotomy through their
works. While writers often depicted men in active terms that
emphasized their positions as patriarch of the family and full
citizen in the public, collected writings about young girls reveal
how authors described women with communal, passive words
like “household”, “friendship”, and “happiness.” Not only did
these writings reflect the contemporary Parisian understanding
that a steady, traditional marriage was the basis for a perfect
family unit, but they also demonstrated how tightly gender
roles, based on male activity and female passivity, were wholly
wrapped up in the image of a contented wedded couple.22
The cherished institution of marriage thus provided
the perfect grounds onto which distinctly male and female
social spheres could materialize and reinforce each other.
Male political activity only served to reinforce the separation
between gendered activity in this period. In a meeting of the
Constituent Assembly in 1789, politicians decided just who
would be granted suffrage and, by extension, practical political
rights that would amount to citizenship.23 To little surprise,
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most propertied white men were included in this definition
of citizenship. Excluded from these considerations were the
propertied poor, servants, and women. With the exception
of Olympe de Gouges — who explicitly claimed her right to
“citoyenne” by 1788, far before the phrase was used colloquially
in the French Revolution — few contemporaries challenged the
exclusion of women from citizenship rights.24 Influenced by the
French philosophes and broader Enlightenment literature, the
Constituent Assembly held that men were capable of defending
themselves and their family within a free market economy,
presumably without the needed help of a woman.25 Despite the
involvement of female writers and activists, “women were not
political animals,” and nature expressly contained them within
the “private sphere.”26
“Mère de Famille”: Overseer of the Home, Mother of the
Republic
“Private” and “public” were thus political and social
distinctions drawn along gendered lines. It was common to
believe that man, from his position within the public world,
would “provide for the needs of the household” and that the
woman reigned over the private, domestic dominion.27 Any
neglect of these roles amounted to an unspoken breach of the
family contract.28 Perhaps most crucially, the woman’s role as
nurturer extended from the maintenance of the household
and included her role as mother. Childrearing undeniably
comprised a woman’s primary and most consequential familial
duty in eighteenth-century France. The author of Lettres d’une
citoyenne wrote in 1789 that “Mother” was “that sacred title,
that title, the most beautiful triumph of a woman.”29 Motherly
(and, in many cases, paternal) protection of the child is
prominent throughout French Revolutionary literature; images
of lower-class women, for example, frequently depicted children
accompanying their mothers in public spaces, such as courts.
Penn History Review
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Some historians argue that the constant public connection
between child and mother reflected a lower-class fear of leaving
children in the house alone to get hurt — unlike upper-class
families, those with less wealth could not afford childcare.30
Yet, a woman’s perpetual connection to her child reinforced
the notion that women were visible to the state exclusively as
mothers, constantly described in the context of their progeny or
their husbands.
The image of the mother was not important solely
because of her Biblical, traditional, or gender-based obligation
to raise a child. Revolutionaries considered motherhood crucial
to their cause because childrearing in the domestic sphere
would inevitably produce the next generation of virtuous male
citizens. In 1791, Dutch writer Etta Palm wrote, “To give the
future generation healthy and robust men: oh! Is that not the
field of honor where we must gather our laurels?”31 Palm’s
statements reflected a prevailing “civic motherhood” sentiment
in Revolutionary France — essentially a French analog to the
republican mother — which placed the training and education
of republican values in the household, and thus in the hands
of a mother.32 The mother’s adherence to familial structure and
domestic tradition was crucial in this task: the women who, “by
virtuous conduct” married, carried future republican men in her
womb, and successfully maintained the family economy thus
had the authority to impart upon her children and husband
these social mores.33
Similarly, Olympe de Gouges encouraged women to
be tempted toward republican good: “[women] cause a great
deal of harm when vanity does not excite in them the virtues!
But what good could they not produce if one piqued that
vanity, if one excited it, if one directed it towards honor…”34
The ties between man and woman and citizen and state were
ultimately derived from the home, and the republic conceived
of the mother as the crucial link in forging these relationships.
As noted by historian Annie Smart, “the symbol of the civic
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mother, who nurses generations of republicans, makes sense
only if there is a corresponding ‘real’ nursing mother who
births individual citizens.”35 By literally birthing and raising the
children of France’s future, the “meres de familles” inculcated
republican virtue from the confines of the home, as the husband
and son acted on it in the public arena.
While this social separation fostered a sense of civic
importance in the woman, it simultaneously reinforced the
gendered spheres that differentiated man and woman politically.
In his utopian novel, L’An 2440, rêve s’il en fut jamais, French
dramatist Louis-Sebastien Mercier emphasized these natural
differences: women were subject to “the duties imposed on
them by their sex,” which meant obeying a “natural” law to
have and raise children. By contrast, men had a natural duty
to “build a house” or “till a field” — to cultivate the earth
and participate in public politics.36 Mercier’s works ascribed
occupations proper and unique to each gender that were
inviolable to the law of nature, and not just the law of man.37
“Indecent Women”: Radical Feminism in the French
Revolution
The laws of nature thus reinforced the gendered
boundaries that defined women’s involvement in the French
Revolution. More specifically, the contemporary understanding
that men and women were fundamentally different
underpinned the gendered questions that arose during the
Revolution: Did women have a place in politics, and did they
possess their own civic rights?38 Since the mother was so central
in the task of maintaining the family economy and upholding
the virtue of her kin, French historian Olwen Hufton notes that
the socioeconomic pressure on a mother was especially intense
during a revolution: “Her death or incapacity could cause a
family to cross the narrow but extremely meaningful barrier
between poverty and destitution.”39 In particular “times of
Penn History Review
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dearth” — which most certainly included 1789 and through the
Revolution — “the importance of the mother within the family
grew beyond measure.”40 A lack of wages earned or meager
amounts of food provided by the husband inevitably impacted
the woman’s ability to provide for the home and family. The
latent fear of slipping into poverty provides an explanation
for the high number of “proud women” who became involved
in bread riots and other political movements in 1789.41 If the
economic struggles in France affected the work of men, it most
certainly impacted the woman’s realm and thus incentivized
women to become involved in the politics of the republic.
Descriptions of militant women storming the Bastille
or participating in bread riots pervade the legacy of the French
Revolution. Often driven by economic hardship and social
dissatisfaction, women marched to Versailles in October 1789;
through 1790 and 1791, they formed various women’s clubs;
by 1793, the Assembly of Republican Women convened for the
first time.42 Some women — particularly of the educated upper
class — channeled their frustrations into writing and circulating
pamphlets on women’s political rights, making appeals for
improved women’s education, and urging legislators to include
women in their Constitutional provisions for the rights of
Man.43 While the competing French governments oscillated
on the positionality of women from 1789 through the 1790s,
one theme remained consistent: women found reason to gather
and exert civic influence in ways that extended beyond the
household.44
In their radical participation in the Revolution,
however, women began to chip away at the traditional social
and political gender divide — but not without eighteenthcentury critique. As argued by historian Candice Proctor, “it
was Woman who had scorned her natural destiny of wife and
mother and who had deserted the sacred retreat of her home
to appear brazenly in public.”45 Many French contemporaries
thus attributed the civic failures of the French Republic to the
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actions of women. In the Report of Prevost on 8 Brumaire
Year II (October 29, 1793), a political report, Frenchmen
described their fear of members of Revolutionary Republican
Women, a club which had armed itself with pikes and
daggers. The men believed the arming was “humiliating” to
the natural order of women, but also signified the woman’s
willingness to “abandon everything and… and let a Catherine
de Medici reign among the women, who would enslave men.”
Images of politically active women like Catherine de Medici
repeated in Revolutionary-era literature: women constantly
raised rhetorical, metaphorical, and literal arms against men,
threatening to overthrow the traditional institutions and power
of the patriarchal order. 47

46

Head of the “Petite Republique”: Republican Motherhood and
the Revolution
The brutish image of a politically involved
Revolutionary woman stood in direct contradiction to the
idealized, virtuous, docile, and nurturing mother. Fearing social
divisions and perceiving women to lack the physical and mental
capacities to act in the political realm, male philosophers drove
home the point that women were destined to remain in the
domestic sphere. Taken together, the highly gendered social
spheres, the image of a civic mother, and the political agitation
of women formulated a French republican motherhood
paradigm both during and after the Revolutionary period. The
Revolutionary state still needed the support of a civic-minded
woman, but only insofar as her involvement would remain
within the framework of a comfortably traditional, virtuous
motherhood figure.48
Sketching out an image of republican motherhood
in the French Revolution requires an understanding of its
philosophical origins. Before the French Revolution, French
philosophers postulated that women could be political equals
Penn History Review
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to men, even if they still remained within the capacity of
the domestic sphere. Linda Kerber notes that Marquis de
Condorcet — a prominent French philosopher and reformer
during the Revolution — came closest to justifying women’s
civic involvement in France. In his essays, “Sur l’admission des
Femmes au Droit de Cité,” and “Lettres d’un Bourgeois de
New-Heaven,” Condorcet argues that men claimed political
authority because they are “sensible beings, capable of reason,
having moral ideas.” But to Condorcet, these “moral ideas” and
qualities could certainly be applied to women. The reason that
it had not been in the past was because men had actively used
their power to create “a great inequality between the sexes.”49
Condorcet’s woman was politically equal to that of a man.50
While Condorcet’s musings on women and politics
veered on the side of radical, Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s
conceptions of gender provided a more conservative, republican
motherhood-based image of the ideal revolutionary woman.
Rooted in the words of Rousseau’s 1762 text, Émile, ou
de l’education, and drawn from the influence of the newly
independent United States, republican motherhood represented
a kind of halfway point that addressed the political concerns
of women but also the gendered insecurities of men and their
patriarchal society.51 In Émile, Rousseau describes this through a
metaphorical dichotomy between the characters Émile (a young
French boy), and his female counterpart, Sophie. Where Émile
is given the free reign to express his political beliefs and act on
them — to “leave the nest and scatter his wild oats at will,” as
Hufton describes him — Sophie exists in the domestic sphere,
rearing the child from the chaste and virtuous walls of the
home.52
In many ways, this parallels the clearly separated and
unequal gender binary existing in Revolutionary France. But
to Rousseau, this distinction allowed for a political engagement
befitting of both genders. The man will write legislation and
engage in court sessions. The woman, through raising her
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children and teaching them the ways of republican virtue,
can express political involvement from within her intimate
domestic sphere, but cannot herself step outside those naturally
derived boundaries. “The Sophie model,” according to Hufton,
“is always in the [French] politicians’ intellectual baggage, to
be exposed when the going gets rough; but she can easily be
stored away in the attic.”53 By doing so, Rousseau situated civic
life within the home and made it accessible to the influence
of the woman, all the while upholding those conventional,
conservative archetypes of the French social patriarchy.
“Women, Wake Up!”: The Limited Radicalism of Olympe de
Gouges
Republican motherhood thus assuages the fears of men
while providing a half-complete model of female citizenship
that links the private domestic sphere to the public necessity
of the state. And yet, many of the Revolution’s contemporary
feminist writers recycled the language and core tenets of
republican motherhood in their own writings. On the surface,
Olympe de Gouges’ writings read like radical feminist tracts:
she fashioned herself, a woman, as a citoyenne, and blatantly
called for women to “wake up” and reclaim their rights.54
Recognizing women as “too weak and too long oppressed,”
de Gouges directly contradicted the common perception that
women were, by nature or personality, unfit for politics and
government. To de Gouges, “beauty does not exclude reason
and love of a country.”55
Although de Gouges reinforced a Condorcet-like notion
that women possessed the same political and civic capacities
as men, her writings embodied the republican motherhood
rhetoric promulgated throughout the Revolutionary period.
For as much as de Gouges was a product of the Enlightened
philosophes she learned from, she still lived in a society dictated
by gendered obligations. For example, scholars frequently
Penn History Review
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categorize de Gouges’ play, Zamore et Mirza (1784), as an
abolitionist work that demonstrates the author’s “militant
feminism” and desire to extend her activism to “‘the cause of
the slaves.’”56 Yet, literary historian Gregory Brown argues that
such interpretations “read as static the multiple selves Gouges
wrote for herself ” precisely because they ignore the very ways
de Gouges renegotiated her personal public image around
her plays in order to survive within a precarious, male-driven
public intellectual world. Through early writings like Zamore et
Mirza, de Gouges could thus formulate her political beliefs at
the same time that she fashioned her self-identity as a femme
des lettres who operated “within — and not in opposition to
— an established social code.”57 Even though the theater world
was overwhelmingly male-dominated in this period (and de
Gouges’ playwriting could perhaps be viewed as a subversive
act in itself ), Brown notes that de Gouges wanted more
than anything for her works to be taken seriously. After male
members of the Comédie française critiqued her “indecent”
and bold actions in her early playwriting years, de Gouges
switched her tone to appeal to the gens de lettres. De Gouges
apologized for her abrasive attitude toward the theater and her
unwomanly actions: “In my first overtures, I overestimated
myself, but I am a woman and I merit some indulgence for that
early enthusiasm… I learned to moderate myself and become
modest.” Instead of acting outside the traditional theatrical
norms and defying men in positions of power, de Gouges’
actions surrounding her early plays instead demonstrate an
adherence to the “center,” or to the patriarchal hierarchy of the
Comédie française.58 She was, according to Smart, “a private
woman aspiring to a public identity as a political writer,” and
she made certain concessions in her writing to achieve that
goal.59
De Gouges could thus toe the line between penning
radical feminist tracts and producing letters that still adhered to
the confines of male political written tradition — the gens des
84
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lettres. This balancing act extended beyond her plays and into
her political writings during the French Revolution: de Gouges’s
political writings similarly reinforced the feminist limitations
of the republican motherhood concept. Despite invoking the
title of “Citoyenne’’ for herself and all women and blatantly
addressing male politicians like Jacques Necker, de Gouges’
writings self-consciously made these political contributions
from the margins of the Estates-General, reiterating her status
as woman as she invoked the words of man. Indeed, historian
Dorinda Outram argued that the revolutionary political sphere
featured a decidedly male voice: the langage mâle de la vertu
(male language of virtue).60 At face value, de Gouges rejected
the langage mâle de la vertu and other masculine notions of
civic involvement in order to advance her feminist arguments;
but de Gouges inevitably incorporated the words, structures,
and arguments of male philosophers into her writings. In this
context, the craft of the Declaration of the Rights of Woman
makes sense: the first clause of Declaration claims that “woman
is born free and remains equal to man in rights.” This claim is
immediately followed by a qualifier: “Social distinctions may
be based only on common utility” — utilitarian distinctions
which, presumably, would maintain the image of the woman
as nurturing mother.61 Rather than acting as a solely radical
tract of the feminist’s French Revolution, parts of Declaration
demonstrate how de Gouges adapted and reshaped her political
commentaries to fit male-centric, Enlightenment, republican
ideals.
This is the central paradox of Olympe de Gouges’
“radicalism.” Some historians argue that de Gouges’ ability
to exert a civic voice merges the public and private spheres of
political, gendered involvement, [thus] opening the door for
a “female civic voice.”62 And even then, de Gouges’ works
were radical enough that she faced her death at the guillotine
in 1793.63 Yet de Gouges’ comfortability with replicating the
prose of patriarchs and arguing within the political paradigms
Penn History Review
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set forth by male philosophers does little to loosen the
embedded, rigid distinctions they made between man and
woman. Women may have the ability to have their voices heard
in the political sphere — as de Gouges demonstrates — but
it was still acceptable for that voice to almost inevitably arise
from the confines of the domestic realm and in the rhetorical
structures of male philosophes.64 Even if liberated to the extent
that women could comment on politics, their “rights” as
“citoyennes” never included the practical hallmarks of a liberal
republic that were frequently afforded to landed white men.
Indeed, Rousseau posited that “A woman outside
her home loses her greatest luster; and, stripped of her true
ornament, shows herself with indecency.”65 Condorcet held
that a woman’s domestic responsibilities may be reason to
not vote for her in an election.66 De Gouges herself lamented
the fact that women had “abandoned the reins of [their]
homes… separated [their] babies from [their] maternal
breasts.”67 Without seeking to overturn the social obligations of
domesticity that chained a woman to her petite republique of
the home, Olympe de Gouges’ writings presented a republican
motherhood-based version of “radical” Revolutionary feminism
that tied a woman to the “old time-honored differentiation of
sexual destinies and duties.”68
Destabilizing the Domestic: Divorce and Women’s Politics
Against the Binary of the State
Instead of declaring de Gouges’ classic Declaration as
the hallmark of Revolutionary “feminism,” it is perhaps more
pertinent to view reforms on marriage, divorce, and the home
as the most subversive contributions to French Revolutionary
women’s lives. True “freedom” for the woman would entail her
liberation from the domestic sphere and full incorporation into
the political realm — not just through her ability to advise her
husband and sons, but in her capacity to enact political change
86
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through public civic involvement.69 In Etta Palm’s Adresse de
la Société patriotique et de bienfaisance des Amis de la Vérité
aux quarante-huit sections, Palm claimed that the domestic
sphere made women “slaves at all times and at all ages: girls to
the will of their parents; wives, to the caprices of a husband, of
a master.” The seamstress work and cleaning and child-rearing
were the “servile prejudices with which their sex has been
surrounded.” Most dramatically, Palm claimed that “from the
cradle to the grave, women vegetate in the form of slavery.”70
By 1793, Palm was among the women who called for the true
equality of rights — especially if that meant removing the
woman from the binds of the home.71
While Palm’s works undermined the values of a
traditional female sphere, developments in marriage law
solidified the Revolution’s domestically subversive streak. France
first legalized divorce on September 20, 1792, making marital
separations relatively easier.72 These changes departed from
norms in the family and the house: if both spouses mutually
sought separation, neither party would be named as a guilty; in
cases of abuse or incompatibility, one person could unilaterally
file for divorce; and divorce was now available throughout
France regardless of class or religion.73 Developments in divorce
policy came to represent more than liberal social views wrought
by a revolutionary period. French politician and “father of
divorce” Alfred Naquet — Naquet championed the cause
for rational divorce laws after the Revolution — believed
that new divorce laws were “the work of the Revolution” and
simultaneously represented heightened anxieties surrounding
the French family, gender mores, and women’s roles within
society.74 Where divorce was all but unheard of in the Ancien
Régime, the 1792 changes introduced new ideas about shared
custody, circumscribed a father’s legal authority over his
children, and importantly allowed spouses of either gender
to decide just when a marriage and, thus, a family could be
separated by law.75 A divorced woman could now live apart
Penn History Review
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from an abusive ex-husband, could benefit from legally divided
property ownership, and, perhaps most importantly, could
willingly escape from a home in which a husband monopolized
family politics and subjected her to abuse. No longer confined
by the Catholic Church or Ancien Régime beliefs about
marriage, a divorced or divorcing woman could turn the tenets
of republican motherhood on its head, opening avenue for a
post-revolutionary woman’s legal and political autonomy.76
While divorce law perhaps reflected contemporary
antipathy towards Catholicism, it served as an important shift
in conceptions of the family for Revolutionary-era women —
including for de Gouges, herself widowed after an arranged
marriage. Writing that “marriage is the tomb of trust and
love,” many of de Gouges’ plays reflected the issues of power
differentials in marriage.77 Forced marriages much like her own
featured prominently in her plays, and the image of a female
breaking out of the restraints of an oppressive home life and
marriage comprised many of her most celebrated plot lines.78
A woman’s ability to select and reject a husband implied a level
of independence and self-assertion unprecedented for women
in French society — so much so that many saw changes in
marital traditions as “simply not compatible with the female
condition.”79
Challenges to existing gender norms and familial
institutions thus provided the greatest threat to gender-driven
social and political norms and, by extension, to the cult of
French republican motherhood. When de Gouges’ theatre
works criticized the power differences between husbands
and wives, she simultaneously undermined the sociosexual
justification of the female “home.” When revolutionaries
formed women’s clubs, their mere existence threatened the
notion that women existed only in domesticity.80 In spite of
these actions, many of the writings of Olympe de Gouges
and her feminist contemporaries exemplify how radical
women’s rights were often expressed within the confines of
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Enlightenment-based, republican motherhood rhetoric. Yet,
if republican motherhood served as the perfect intellectual
rationalization to deny women political privileges or a proper
education — while “generously” allowing women a halfcomplete, motherhood-based civic duty — a revolutionary
woman could reclaim those political rights by asserting herself
in the public sphere and renouncing those domestic duties
burdened on her by tradition and patriarchy. As long as a
public-private distinction existed and for that distinction to take
on a highly gendered tone, so too would the “femme des lettres”
be subjected to the limitations of the patriarchal social world.
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